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Upon first reading the work of Conte some 6 years past, the impression was that of singular amazement. How
could it be? The many rows of equations I puzzled through defined the mind itself, the mental transference
creating perceived reality was represented in these many equations. How was it possible that the mind was so
accurately described by these mathematics? In the upcoming years it became clear that quantum theory is
actually a better descriptor of mental process than physical ones. The physical solutions derived by quantum
theory are of the highest accuracy, but the causal element was neglected in physics [1]. However, within the
sphere of mentation, we do see an accurate causal process description. This is due to the phenomenological
constraints placed upon perceived reality, where the subject may never know of the outside world save by way
of their subjective contextually defined internal impressions and memory. Indeed, the existential divide within
mental processes is itself the exact defining factor, which connects the mind and quantum theory. In the mind,
we always necessarily define reality from contextually defined potential, formed up into bound reality: the
collapse of the wave function. This concept, is a mental one. There is good justification to the method within
this book, which rightly defines the wave function collapse in a new and entirely quantum way, with no ad hoc
postulates! In this bold move redefining wave function collapse algebraically, we approach the connectivity
between mathematics of probability and mental functioning most closely.
The reason this mathematics succeeds so well in this subtle task is that it redefines the collapse as an entirely
quantum encoding into bound reality, exactly as mentation truly does proceed. Mentation is not as the
Schrodinger equation, it is not semi-classical, it is entirely probabilistic, fully quantum [2]. One need but
observe the most primary and ancient brain anatomy, such as the PGO system and amygdala in adjusting
orienting responses to understand, probability is the method the mind uses to bridge the phenomenological
gap inherent in perception, and perceived vs. expected outcomes is the axis by which that probabilistically
defined system is adjusted [2].
This tidy volume condenses Conte’s major ideas into a neat and simple form for easy reference. The
mathematics is somewhat daunting for many, so explanation was added in a chapter I have contributed to
allow the reader a foothold to gain entry into the ideas. The genesis of quantum theory and its fundamental
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relation to mentation is covered, as well as more specific reference to the transference, spin theory and the
neuroses. This is the mathematics not only of our physical world, but our minds as well.
The first mental act of the human which separates him from his environment, the act of selfhood and
individuation itself, takes place within the first 18 months of life, and was presaged long ago in the ancestry of
the human spanning back millions of years…self-corresponding to an ancient motor structure as defined by
Panksepp [3]. Now Conte has given us mathematics to compliment our biology and evolutionary processes. As
self becomes separate from the world, we have the basis of object representation, of object separation and
hence counting: of mathematics. Self, is one object, the world, another. Once the biological organism has
advanced in this way, probability comes to the fore to define all mentation. Within this fact we may then
clearly see: biology and the mind are necessarily quantum, necessarily of probability. Now we have the
mathematics of Conte, and may move a step on in defining and explaining this amazing fact––the fact of the
quantum mind.
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